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Reception Class 

Ideas for learning at home! 

Literacy and Phonics 

This week is all about storytelling. Read stories 

especially your favourite ones! (Don’t forget 

about Oxford Owl ebooks - they are free online, 

you can read some of the older age range stories 

to your child too!)  You could make your own 

puppet theatre; use a large cardboard box and 

cut a ‘stage’ out or just a chair or table with a 

cloth over is good. Make your own stick puppets 

with different characters, these can be ‘mini me’ 

ones cut from photographs or home made from 

cereal boxes - choose your favourite characters 

to make from superheroes to animals. Then let 

your storytelling imaginations run riot! Put on a 

show for parents and even video them to share 

with grandparents - they will love them!  

Mathematics 

This week, as the weather is forecast to be much 

better, why not try outdoor maths? Children love to 

do number treasure hunts - make number cards 1- 20 

(you can use old boxes from the recycling cut up into 

squares) and hide them around the garden or house. 

Give the children clues e.g. ‘this number is between 8 

and 10’ or ‘this number is one more than 15. They 

have to think about the clue and then go and find the 

number. This works best if there is a reward after they 

work it out and find it! 

As we can get out and about a bit more, you could do 

a number hunt while you are walking around - when 

you look, numbers are everywhere - even in forests 

and parks - see how many you can find, ask your child 

to write them down and then have a look at them all 

when you get back.  

 

 

RE/Topic 

 The local environment is a great 

place to explore, from going up  

onto the hills and looking out 

across the valley to turning over 

stones and looking at birds and 

other wildlife. Its great to talk 

about what you can see and how it 

has changed now it is summer. See 

if you can find different stages of 

life like caterpillars and butterflies 

or even ladybird larvae if you can 

spot them! 

Hello all! 

I hope you are all keeping well. As 

things begin to change this week, I 

know it will be an anxious time for 

many of you deciding whether to 

send your child to school. Be      

reassured that we will support 

your decision whichever 

you choose. Keep safe! 


